International Debt
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Disclaimer
This report is provided for informational purposes only and is not intended as a recommendation as to particular transactions,
investments or strategies in any way to any reader. Readers must make their own independent decisions, commercial or otherwise,
regarding the information provided.
While we have made every effort to ensure that the information contained in this report has been obtained from reliable sources,
Atradius Collections are not responsible for any errors or omissions, or for the results obtained from the use of this information. All
information in this report is provided ’as is’, with no guarantee of completeness, accuracy, timeliness or of the results obtained from
its use, and without warranty of any kind, express or implied.
In no event will Atradius Collections, their related partnerships or corporations, or the partners, agents or employees thereof, be liable
to you or anyone else for any decision made or action taken in reliance on the information in this report or for any consequential,
special or similar damages, even if advised of the possibility of such damages.
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Introduction
Welcome.
We are extremely proud to bring you the 12th edition of the
International Debt Collections Handbook. This edition includes
two new countries – Saudi Arabia and Colombia.
Since its launch in 2008, the International Debt Collections
Handbook has quickly established itself as a critical
support tool for collection decisions in foreign countries.
International debt collection and country-specific legal
systems create challenges that affect every business. The
International Debt Collections Handbook is an invaluable
and reliable product that helps decision makers all over the
world select the right approach to debt collection. It outlines
the diversity and complexity of debt collection approaches
for each of the 46 countries included in the handbook, often
with an immense amount of detail. The International Debt
Collections Handbook draws from the expertise of Atradius
Collections’ local offices and explains the different stages
of amicable settlement, regulations, legal proceedings and
insolvency procedures for each country.

No business is immune to the risks associated with
international trade or poor payment behaviour; maintaining
and protecting cash flow is absolutely crucial. Having
knowledge of amicable collections and the country-specific
legal phases surrounding collections is vital for survival in a
global economy. By relying on our local expertise as detailed
in the International Debt Collections Handbook, you can
ensure that you are following a professional and successful
approach.
I am sure that you will find the International Debt Collections
Handbook a highly useful, in-depth resource tool for all your
business’s debt collection-related decisions.
Kind regards,

Rudi De Greve
Global Operations Officer, Atradius Collections
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About Atradius Collections
Atradius were originally founded as NCM in the Netherlands
in 1925 and were created with the goal of improving trade
for companies in the Netherlands. In Germany, Atradius’
roots stem from Gerling Credit, which were established in
1954 and operated solely out of Germany until 1962, when
they opened their first international office in Switzerland.
In Spain, Crédito y Caución were founded in 1929 and focused
on growing steadily to become the dominant credit insurer
and surety company on the Iberian Peninsula.
The heritage, knowledge and exemplary service standards of
these three companies are now combined within the Atradius
Group, creating as part of their activities Atradius Collections,
a global leader in business-to-business debt collection.
With such a pedigree and global reach, Atradius Collections
are equipped to not only leverage successful debt collection
on behalf of our customers, but also set out to maintain high
standards in the market and have become a key player in the
business-to-business collection market.

As a consequence of being a separate division within the
Atradius Group, Atradius Collections hold a strong position,
sharing history, knowledge and reputation, which help ensure
that we deliver when it comes to collecting outstanding
debts, outsourcing customers receivables management or
guiding them along the route to growth. Atradius Collections
provide leading business-to-business collection services
plus a range of solutions that cover receivables management
needs. The company’s integrated worldwide network and
operations are unique in the market, while their online
collection management system allows customers to place
and manage debts 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.
With a presence in 31 countries and an extensive network
worldwide, Atradius Collections serve over 10,000 customers
and collect more than EUR 270 million per year. As part of
the Atradius Group, Atradius Collections look back on over
90 years of global credit management industry experience,
positioning the business as a leading international trade
invoice collection company.
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The Czech Republic
GDP

GDP

Growth rate
Export

(2018 est.)

(2018 est.)

18.01%

5.5%

billion (2017 est.)

Import

5.8%
(2018 est.)

Industries

Construction
materials

Machines

Metals

Success rate

Transport

50%–75%
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1.2. Local agents
Atradius Collections offer direct collection activities managed
by a selected network of local agents who visit the debtors
all over the country. Due to our experience, this solution is
particularly successful in specific debtor categories, such
as individual sole traders, shops and small companies. The
local agents’ network can also help investigate and find
untraceable debtors.

From a cultural point of view, it can be difficult to obtain the
total amount of interest from the debtor. Often, the interest
is considered a matter of negotiation between debtors and
collectors.
1.4. Debt collection costs
Since July 2013, creditors can also demand a lump sum of
collection costs of at least CZK 1,200.
1.5. Prescription
The general prescription period in the Czech Republic is:
 For contracts concluded before 31st December 2013: four
years after the due date set by the original invoice for
business-to-business claims.
 For contracts concluded after 1st January 2014: three
years after the due date set by the original invoice
regardless of the nature of the claims.
The prescription period can be interrupted if a creditor starts
legal proceedings based on a written acknowledgement of
debt.

1.6. Types of companies
 Unlimited liability of the owner with their both business and private assets

Sole trader

 In order to pursue such debtors, Atradius Collections need the first name and surname of the

debtor, plus the business registration number.
Public company (verejna
obchodni spolecnost, v.o.s.)
Limited partnership
(komanditni spolecnost, k.s.)
Limited company
(spolenost s rucenim
omezenym, s.r.o.)
Joint-stock company
(akciova spolecnost, a.s.)

 No minimum capital
 Unlimited liability of the company and partners.
 The value of registered capital is set according to the partnership contract
 At least one partner has unlimited liability with their both business and private assets
 Limited partners are only liable with company assets.
 A minimum capital of CZK 1
 Liability is limited up to the amount of company assets.

 A minimum capital of CZK 2 million
 Liability is limited to company capital.
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1.1. General information
Atradius Collections maintain a professional collection
process, focusing at all times on the relationships between
our clients and their debtors. Our team of collection
specialists carry out the collection process in-house. We
contact debtors both verbally and in writing whilst adhering
to the state law. When there is a dispute, we aim to reach an
amicable solution between the creditor and the debtor. We
do this by analysing all contractual documents (e.g. signed
contracts, orders, confirmations, invoices and delivery notes,
as well as all standard terms that have been agreed upon).
All investigations are completed with the assistance and
agreement of our legal team.

1.3. Interest
Interest rates should be specified in the contract between
the supplier and the buyer. If they are not, the supplier can
charge an interest rate on late payment based on the law.
The interest rate is the same for all business relations and
is prescribed by civil law. It is calculated as the amount of
the repo rate set by the Czech National Bank, plus 8%.
Atradius Collections charge interest to the debtor, both in the
amicable and legal phases. In a legal proceeding, the interest
rate is based on the law if it is not contracted by the parties;
and the courts will always award the interest that is required
under the condition that the principal is granted.

Table of contents

1. Amicable collections
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1.7. Sources of information
In the Czech Republic, we contact credit reporting agencies
to assess the financial situation of debtors. We combine this
with our own phone contacts to get an accurate impression
of a debtor’s financial situation and to advise on the next step.
All companies have to be registered in the trade register with
information about the types of the companies, the owners,
statutory bodies of the companies and registered capital. All
information is available free of charge on the internet, and all
companies are obliged to publish their financial statements
in the trade register. But unfortunately most of them do not
do it. Sole traders are registered in the sole trader register,
which is also available free of charge on the internet. We
often use the services of our agent network to gain more
information if we cannot contact the debtor and need to
investigate the company. The agents provide us with photos,
information about the activity in the debtor company and
new contacts.

2. Retention of title
Retention of title must be agreed upon explicitly prior to
the delivery and must be in the form of a public instrument
made by a notary or at least in written form with officially
authenticated signatures.

3. Safeguarding measures
If a debtor is not able to settle a claim in a speedy manner,
Atradius Collections can request that the debtor secure
the debt in favour of our client. This can be done amicably
and cost-effectively by providing an acknowledgement of
debt in writing authenticated by a notary and immediately
enforceable in case the agreed payment terms are not
fulfilled. Related costs are carried by the debtor. The debtor
may also provide other means of securing receivables of the
creditors; for example, by lien, surety or by assignments of
debts.
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4. Legal collections

4.1. General information
Reminders for payment are usually sent to the debtor before
the court proceedings start but are not necessary according
to the law. However, without sending the reminders, the
creditor is not entitled to obtain legal costs from the debtor.
Reminders also increase the chance of collecting money in an
amicable way. If the claim is not settled, legal action may be
issued. The contracting parties are also allowed to negotiate
an arbitration clause or a particular court’s jurisdiction
clause (the latter is only applicable to business-to-business
contracts). If these clauses are not agreed upon, legal actions
will be handled by the district court of the debtor.
4.2. Legal system
The quickest way to process legal action is to bring legal
action demanding that the court issues the payment order
(‘platební rozkaz’) or an electronic payment order (if the claim
amount is up to CZK 1 million). They can be issued without a
court hearing and may be executed under the condition that
the debtor does not file a complaint within 15 days from the
delivery of the payment order to the debtor. If the debtor
files a complaint against a payment order or the payment
order cannot be delivered to the debtor, the proceedings
continue as an action of fulfilment of the obligation (the
creditor requires the court to issue a judgment). The court
usually schedules a hearing, which means that the court
proceedings will take longer.
4.3. Required documents
In order to start legal action, Atradius Collections need the
following documents: an original power of attorney, an
extract from the trade register, copies of any unpaid invoices,
contracts, relevant orders, confirmations and transport
documents (CMRs) signed by the buyer, general terms
and conditions and current statements of account. These
documents are also required for any supporting claims
arising from the purchase contracts. Optional documents are
copies of credit notes, any other correspondence that may
verify the claim, and the contract of the debt’s assignment if
the debt is claimed on behalf of a third party that is not the
original seller of the unpaid goods.

4.5. Lawsuit
The regular lawsuit procedure is either initiated directly
after the amicable collection has failed due to a dispute by
the debtor, or directly after the legal dunning procedure if
the debtor files a complaint against a payment order, or the
payment order cannot be delivered to the debtor.
4.6. Appeal
An appeal against the judgment is possible within 15 days
from the delivery of the judgment.
4.7. Debt collection costs
Court fees are 5% of the claim amount or 4% in case of an
electronic payment order – that equal at least CZK 1,000 and
CZK 400 respectively. The fees are based on the principal,
not including interest. Arbitration fees are established by a
special arbitration rule. Lawyers’ fees depend on the form
of legal action and the amount of the claim in dispute and
can vary from 2% to 6% of the claim. Other costs can be
accumulated from the translation of documents.
4.8. Expected time frame
The average duration of a legal dunning process is between
three and six months, whereas a lawsuit can take 12 months
or longer depending on the complexity of the case and the
availability of the judge and lawyers on both sides.

5.1. Enforcement of a court decision
Legitimate court judgments and arbitration awards may
be executed by executors in an execution proceeding if the
debtor does not fulfil the obligations imposed by the court
judgment or arbitration award. Execution proceedings
comprise two parts. The first part starts by filing a motion
to an executor and determining the question of formal
requirements. After the motion is filed to the executor,
the court will authorise the executor to start execution
proceedings. In the second part, the authorised executor
carries out the execution proceedings. An execution can only
be ordered if a motion is submitted by the entitled party or
by any other party who can prove that the entitlement was
transferred to them. The execution proceedings end when
all claims are fully paid, including all charges, or if the debtor
has no property.
5.2. Methods of execution
The enforcement of decisions imposing payment of a sum of
monies can be carried out by means of deductions of wages
or salary and other incomes, the assignment of receivables
of the debtor, the sale of movable property or the sale of a
business. The choice of the particular means of execution
depends on the executor. In the case of a secured claim,
a court decision can be enforced by the sale of movable
property, bulk assets, groups of assets and residential or
non-residential premises under the ownership that has been
given as security in accordance with the specific legislation;
by compulsorily debiting from a money claim that was given
as security or by recovering against other property rights
given as security.
The enforcement of decisions can be carried out by the sale
of immovable property as well.
5.3. Expected time frame
The enforcement generally takes several months, sometimes
several years, depending on the method of enforcement and
the complexity of the case.

4.9. Interest and costs in the legal phase
The courts always award either interest, on which the
creditor and the debtor agree, or the statutory interest and a
lump sum of collection costs. The losing party also has to pay
court fees and lawyer costs.
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4.4. Legal dunning procedure
This procedure is only applicable for monetary debts where
the debtor is traceable and the court is able to deliver the
payment order to the debtor in the Czech Republic. The
debtor may file a complaint within 15 days after the payment
order being delivered to them; that will transfer the dunning
procedure into a regular lawsuit procedure.

5. Enforcement

Table of contents

The documents required for legal action are determined by
the type of the claim and its nature. It is helpful if the creditor
has some security, such as an acknowledgement of debt or a
bill of exchange. In the amicable collection process, Atradius
Collections will try to obtain some security from the debtor,
which can be helpful later for legal action.
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6. Insolvency proceedings

6.1. General information
Insolvency proceedings can only start following an
insolvency motion submitted by the debtor or by one of
the creditors. In the first phase of insolvency proceedings,
the court has to decide if the debtor is insolvent. A debtor
is classed as insolvent if they have more than one creditor,
unpaid invoices more than 30 days overdue and the debtor
is unable to pay their debts; or when there are more creditors
and the amount of debts is higher than the debtor’s assets. In
the second phase of the proceedings, a court decides which
is the most suitable way to resolve the insolvency of the
debtor, whether it is bankruptcy, reorganisation or discharge
from debts. This procedure may last several years.
6.2. Proceedings
After the debtor or a creditor submits an insolvency motion,
a court inspects the debtor’s financial situation and decides
if the debtor is insolvent or not. If the court declares that
the debtor is insolvent, then it also has to decide how the
insolvency will be resolved (bankruptcy, reorganisation
or discharge from debts – only for non-entrepreneurs).
They also need to invite all the creditors to lodge their
claims within two months from the issue of the declaration
of insolvency or within 30 days from the issue of the
declaration of insolvency in case of resolving the insolvency
by discharge from debts. The decisions and documents are
published in the Insolvency Register, which is available for
public viewing on the internet. All execution proceedings are
suspended, and an insolvency administrator is appointed
to supervise and inspect the proceedings. The insolvency
court or the insolvency administrator also has to inform all
known foreign creditors about the debtor’s insolvency and
invite the creditors to lodge claims within two months or 30
days in cases where the insolvency is solved by discharge
from debts (for each known foreign creditor, these periods
start when the invitation is delivered to the creditor). If the
deadline to lodge the claim is missed, no claims will be added
to the insolvency procedure.
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The insolvency procedure of business subjects can be solved
in two basic ways. Bankruptcy can be used if the debtor’s
assets are used to discharge claims and the debtor closes
their business. This procedure is available for both individuals
and legal entities. The second option is reorganisation where
the debtor must propose changes in their business, enabling
them to pay their debts and run the business. Reorganisation
can be used only for larger companies (with an annual
turnover above CZK 50 million or at least 50 employees).
6.3. Required documents
In order to lodge a claim, Atradius Collections need:
 An original power of attorney
 Copies of invoices
 Copies of delivery notes
 Statements of account
 An export of trade register
 Copies of contracts
 Copies of orders, confirmations and delivery notes
 Copies of general conditions of sale, should there be any
 Copies of any other correspondence that may verify the
claim.
6.4. Expected time frame and outcome
The duration of insolvency proceedings is often more than a
year, especially in more difficult cases. All updates and steps
undertaken in insolvency proceedings may be found in the
Insolvency Register.
6.5. Limited companies
Limited companies must file an insolvency motion if the
company is insolvent (see “General information” under
“Insolvency proceedings”). Insolvency law also defines
imminent bankruptcy as an expected inability to pay, which
means that the management already knows that within a
certain time span the company will be unable to pay the due
debts.
6.6. Unlimited companies / individuals
For unlimited companies or individual debtors (sole traders),
the law is applied in the same way as described above for
limited companies.
6.7. Creditor committee
If there are more than 50 creditors who lodge claims to an
insolvency procedure, then the creditor meeting is obliged
to set up a creditor committee. The purpose of the creditor
committee is to protect creditor rights in cooperation with
the insolvency administrator.
6.8. Rescission
The insolvency administrator in bankruptcy can contest legal
action by the debtor carried out up to three years prior to the
commencement of the insolvency proceedings.

8. Case study
8.1. At a glance
HP Inc. create technology that makes life better for everyone,
everywhere. Through a portfolio of printers, personal
computers, mobile devices, solutions and services, HP
engineer experiences that amaze.
 Sector: Technology
 Market: Global
 C
 hallenge: Low success rates for collecting debts from
unresponsive customers
 Solution: Amicable collections

A new setup called ‘the monthly challenge’ is introduced to
both companies. HP would discuss the most troublesome
cases that Gasca and his team have from various locations
worldwide with Atradius Collections. We will learn everything
necessary about the cases – what type of customers, what
type of invoices, what were the previous collection efforts –
and then get to work, no matter where the cases are located.
‘These days we have become more efficient internally. So
now the debt collection cases we send Atradius Collections
are only the most difficult ones,’ says Gasca. ‘But they
continue to get results – even with the toughest cases.’
The common goal and mutual understanding between
HP and Atradius Collections have made this long-term
collaboration flourish. ‘From the outset, the relationship with
Atradius Collections has been open, transparent and friendly.
It helps that we know each other on a personal level. That is
important to us. We share the same mission: making HP Inc.
more profitable,’ Gasca continues. ‘And collecting debts – the
big challenge – has worked out very well, from the earliest
cases to today’s.’
If you need to recover commercial debts worldwide like HP,
email us client_relations_global@atradius.com or give us a
call +31 (0)20 553 2000. We will follow up with the most
suitable solutions to collect your debts.

 R
esult: The most difficult debt cases have been
consistently recovered
8.2. Debt collection case
In 2008, HP had a problem. Collecting debts from
unresponsive B2B customers took an unwanted toll on
the organisation’s resources and the success rate was
disappointing. So HP decided to ask Atradius Collections
to recover their debts. ‘There were cases where we were
simply unable to collect the debts. But right away, Atradius
Collections achieved impressive results,’ says Alex Gasca,
Global Default and Recovery Manager at HP Inc.
The number of recovered invoices for HP increased
substantially after the company initiated an amicable
collection process with Atradius Collections. ‘There were lots
of cases and the recovery rate of Atradius Collections was
very high,’ says Gasca. ‘Like HP, Atradius Collections operate
worldwide. So they know the laws, regulations and culture in
each region and each country. They have both the global and
local know-how.’
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A faster and more confidential form of resolving disputes
is arbitration, where the parties to an arbitration contract
agree that their dispute will be resolved by designated and
independent arbitrators. In the Czech Republic, there is, for
example, the Arbitration Court attached to the Economic
Chamber of the Czech Republic and Agricultural Chamber of
the Czech Republic. The decision of the arbitrators (arbitration
award) is final, and parties to an arbitration contract/clause
in general cannot appeal against the arbitration award.

Over the years both businesses have evolved. HP have
improved their in-house process and Atradius Collections
have gained deep-seated knowledge of HP – their culture,
people, organisation, financial processes and how HP work.
It is time for the close collaboration between HP and Atradius
Collections to reach the next level.
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7. Arbitration and mediation

Contact details

Head Office
David Ricardostraat 1
1066 JS, Amsterdam
The Netherlands
Tel: +31 20 553 2000
Email: atradius.collections@atradius.com

Canada
1 Robert Speck Parkway, Suite 1430
Mississauga, Ontario L4Z 3M3
Tel: +1 905 804 4229
Email: collections.canada@atradius.com

Australia
Level 14, 1 Market Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Tel: +61 292 015 222
Email: collections.au@atradius.com

China
Room 1605, Jiangnan Shipyard Building
No.600 Luban Road
Shanghai 200120
Tel: +86 21 6316 9102
Email: collections.cn@atradius.com

Belgium
Avenue Prince de Liège 78
5100 Namur
Tel: +32 81 32 45 44
Email: clientrelationsbe@atradius.com

The Czech Republic
Amazon Court, Karolinská 661/4
186 00 Praha 8, Karlín
Tel: +420 236 089 257
Email: inkaso.cz@atradius.com

Brazil
Avenida Angélica, 2530 / 10º andar
01228-200 São Paulo
Tel: + 55 11 3214 0478
Email: collections.brazil@atradius.com

Denmark
Sluseholmen 8A
2450 København SV
Tel: +45 33 26 51 77
Email: client.relations.dk@atradius.com
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Germany
Opladener Straße 14
50679 Köln
Tel: +49 221 2044 3666
Email: client.relationsde@atradius.com

Singapore
8 Shenton Way
#22-02 AXA Tower I
Singapore 068811
Tel: +65 6372 5300
Email: collections.singapore@atradius.com

Hong Kong
Suite 4306, Central Plaza
18 Harbour Road, Wanchai
Tel: +85 2 3657 0909
Email: hkcollections@atradius.com
Hungary
Fehévári út 50-52
1117 Budapest
Tel: +36 1 382 7598
Email: info.hu@atradius.com

Contact details

Poland
ul. Prosta 70
00-838 Warszawa
Tel: +48 22 395 4700
Email: client_relations_pl@atradius.com

Table of contents

France
Rond Point Jean Monnet - Parc Scientifique
BP 40629 - 60206 Compiègne
Tel: +33 141 057 572
Email: client_relations_fr@atradius.com

Slovakia
Rajská 7
SK-81108 Bratislava
Tel: +42 1 2 323 363 11
Email: info.sk@atradius.com
Spain
Calle Raimundo Fernandez Villaverde, 57 bis
28003 Madrid
Tel: +34 91 4326 517
Email: customer.servicespain@atradius.com

India
1203-B Tower 1, India Bulls Finance Centre
Elphinstone Road (west)
Mumbai 400013
Tel. +91 22 6169 6814
Email: collections.india@atradius.com

Sweden
Rådmansgatan 69
SE-113 86 Stockholm
Tel: +46 8 566 221 00
Email: client.relations.se@atradius.com

Ireland
43B Yeats Way, Park West Business Park
Dublin 12
Tel: +353 1 242 0100
Email: client_relations_ie@atradius.com

Switzerland
Klausstrasse 43
8008 Zürich
Tel. +41 (0) 43 300 63 73
Email: client_relations_de@atradius.com

Italy
Bodio 2 – Bodio Center
Viale Luigi Bodio 29 – 37 – 20158 Milano
Tel: +39 02 6324 1710
Email: client_relations_it@atradius.com

Turkey
Büyükdere Cad. Kırgülü Sok. No: 4
Metro City İş Merkezi Kat: 1/B
Esentepe 34330 Şişli İstanbul
Tel: +90 212 386 2800
Email: servicetr.customer@atradius.com

Mexico
Av. Miguel Ángel de Quevedo 696
Villa de Coyoacán, Coyoacán
C.P. 04000 México, D.F.
Tel: +52 55 5484 0022
Email: collections.mexico@atradius.com

The United Kingdom
3 Harbour Drive, Capital Waterside
Cardiff CF10 4WZ
Tel: +44 29 20 82 47 00
Email: client_relations_uk@atradius.com

The Netherlands
Van Reeuwijkstraat 44
7731 EH, Ommen
Tel: +31 529 45 2517
Email: client_relations_nl@atradius.com

The United States
3500 Lacey Road, Suite 220
Downers Grove, IL 60515
Tel: +1 888 283 8718
Email: collections-sales-info@atradius.com
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Legal notice
This document and the information contained herein are
provided for informational purposes only.
Neither this document nor the information contained herein
may be modified or reproduced, disclosed or redistributed,
in whole or in part, by mail, facsimile, electronic or computer
transmission or by any other means to any other person
except as required by applicable law or with a prior written
consent of any of Atradius Collections entities.
The information contained in this document is subject to
change without notice.
By using this document you agree to be bound by the
limitations set out in this legal notice.
This document is not intended to provide legal advice or
facts, and should not be relied on or treated as a substitute
for specific advice concerning individual situations. As
the user, the onus is on you to exercise and to verify the
accuracy, completeness or relevance of such information
and to obtain specific (legal) advice regarding your individual
case. The scope of any services to be provided by Atradius
Collections depends on the specific terms and conditions
of the underlying agreement with Atradius Collections. No
rights can be derived from the content of this document.
The information contained in this document has been
obtained from sources, which Atradius Collections believe
to be reliable. Atradius Collections have not independently
verified the truth or accuracy of this information. As a result,
the information in this document is provided ‘as is’ without
warranty of any kind and Atradius Collections provide no
representation or warranty, whether express or implied,
as to the accuracy, reliability, completeness or fitness for
any particular purpose of any information contained in this
document.
In addition, Atradius N.V., their subsidiaries, affiliates and
controlling persons do not accept any liability whatsoever
for any loss or damage as a result of errors or omissions in
the information, or for damages resulting from use, misuse
or inability to use the information in this document.
This document may provide references to other websites for
your convenience in locating related information and services.
These websites have not necessarily been reviewed by
Atradius Collections and are maintained by third parties over
which Atradius Collections exercise no control. Accordingly,
Atradius Collections expressly disclaim any responsibility for
the content, the accuracy of the information, the quality of
products or services provided by or advertised on these third
party websites.
Copyright Atradius
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About Atradius Collections
Through a presence in 31 countries, Atradius Collections provide commercial debt collection services in 96% of the countries
across the world. Their wide breadth of services, ranging from accounts receivable outsourcing to legal collections, helps
companies around the globe recover unpaid invoices. Atradius Collections form part of Grupo Catalana Occidente (GCO.MC),
one of the leading credit insurance companies in Spain and worldwide.
If you have found this handbook useful, why not visit our website www.atradiuscollections.com. There you will find many
more free publications focusing on the global economy, industry analysis, advice on credit management and current
business issues.
Connect with Atradius Collections:

Atradius Collections Head Office
David Ricardostraat 1
1066 JS Amsterdam
The Netherlands
www.atradiuscollections.com

